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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a nonlinear direct torque control (NDTC) strategy of interior
permanent magnet synchronous motors (IPMSMs) for electric vehicle (EV) propulsion. The
proposed NDTC scheme applies a nonlinear model of IPMSM to dynamically determine the
optimal switching states that optimize the EV drivers’ decision to reduce the workload.
Moreover, the proposed NDTC method has a simple control structure and can explicitly
handle system constraints and nonlinearities. The performance evaluation is conducted via
a prototype IPMSM test-bed with a TMS320F28335 DSP. Comparative experimental results
provide the evidence of improvements of the proposed NDTC strategy over the conventional
DTC strategy by indicating a fast torque response and an accurate speed tracking even
under rapid speed change conditions.

Keywords: Direct torque control (DTC), interior permanent magnet synchronous motor
(IPMSM), nonlinear direct torque control (NDTC).

INTRODUCTION

Interior permanent magnet synchronous
motors (IPMSMs) have been considered as
the potential candidates for electric vehicle
(EV) applications due to their compact
structure with small size and weight, high
torque to current ratio, wide speed range,
low noise, and robust operations (Justo et
al., 2017). They are also suitable for high-
performance applications where high
precision drives, such as in medical
equipment or electronic devices
manufacturing factories are required
(Mohamed, 2007). Focusing on the EV-
traction application, a fast and robust
torque response of the IPMSM is required
in a wide speed range to meet the
instantaneous torque demand commanded

by the driver. Moreover, the IPMSM drive
should have a quick torque/speed recovery
capability after system disturbances and an
insensitivity property to parameter
variations. These are some of the
requirements of the EV driver’s
torque/speed demand which must be
achieved to match the vehicles cruising on
internal combustion engines (ICEs) (Kolli
et al.,  2013).

To enhance the steady-state and dynamic
performances of the IPMSM drive,
methods like the field-oriented control
(FOC) with pulse-width modulation
(PWM) are presented (Rahman et al.,
2004; Zhang and Zhu, 2011a). The quality
of the FOC-PWM scheme depends on the
performance of the outer and inner control
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loops. One of notable drawbacks of this
control scheme is the limited bandwidth
which leads to an unsatisfactory control
performance during transient-state with
parameter uncertainties. Alternatively, a
direct torque control (DTC) strategy has
been presented for doing the same control
tasks, and hence does away with the d-q
axis current controllers (Xu and Rahman,
2012; Wallmark et al., 2012; Xia et al.,
2014). Due to its simple structure, less
parameter dependence, strong robustness
against parameters variations, and quick
dynamic response, the DTC scheme has
been extended from induction machines to
varieties of ac motor drives including the
IPMSMs. The basic principle of the DTC
method is to select the appropriate stator
voltage vectors according to the error sign
between the reference values and actual or
estimated values of the torque and stator
flux. However, high torque/flux ripples
and variable switching frequencies which
can be observed because of an included
switching table are some of its
disadvantages (Prior and Krstic, 2013;
Zhang, 2013).

To overcome these drawbacks, improved
DTC algorithms have been reported in the
literature (Preindl and Bolognani, 2013a;
Lee et al., 2011; Foo and Rahman, 2010;
Zhang, 2013; Zhao et al, 2013). For
instance, the basic DTC strategy can be
integrated with a space vector modulation
(SVM) (Preindl and Bolognani, 2013b).
Different from the conventional one, the
DTC-SVM generates a random voltage
vector using any amplitude and length
within its linear range. In this case, the
torque and stator flux are regulated more
accurately with a fixed switching
frequency (Lee et al., 2011; Foo and
Rahman, 2010). It is worth to note that the
DTC-SVM operating technique relies on
how to select the firing voltage vector for a
given sampling interval. Now, using
deadbeat control (Zhang, 2013), indirect

torque control (Zhao et al, 2013), and
sliding mode control (Errouissi et al.,
2012) strategies, the DTC-SVM can be
further improved to generate lower torque
and stator flux ripples and fixed switching
frequency. On the other hand, their
constraints such as coordinate
transformation, much knowledge of the
motor parameters, and high computational
burden, may negate their simplicity and
robustness.

Recently, model predictive control (MPC)
strategy, which can take into account the
plant constraints and nonlinearities with
multiple inputs/outputs and handle them in
a proper way has been reported (Errouissi
et al, 2012; Preindl and Bolognani, 2013;
Ma et al., 2014). It generally has an
optimal, naturally robust, and simple
control structure. Thus, it can be combined
with the basic DTC scheme to synthesize a
high-performance controller for the
Permanent Magnetic Synchronous Motor
(PMSM) drives. Unlike the basic DTC or
FOC with SVM, the DTC strategy is based
on the optimal control approach (Cortes et
al., 2008). Having the cost function
designed to minimize the torque and flux
control errors (Li et al., 2011; Chen et al.,
2014); optimized switching states can be
generated. The technique is to minimize
the electromagnetic torque error (i.e., ΔTel)
and stator flux linkage error (i.e., Δψs) by
penalizing those errors using the weighting
factors, δT and δψ. However, it is not only a
difficult but challenging and time-
consuming problem to choose the exact
values of the penalty factors at every
sampling interval in order to obtain the
optimized switching states. It is required to
accurately anticipate the future operating
behaviours of the plant along with the time
for transient-state. Hence, tuning the
weighting factors is still an open problem
to find accurate and optimal solutions.
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Therefore, this paper proposes a direct
torque control (DTC) strategy based on a
nonlinear dire control for the EV-traction
using an IPMSM drive. Given the EV
system dynamics and an objective cost
function, the proposed NDTC strategy
uses a nonlinear model to determine the
optimal switching states similar to the EV
drivers’ decision and hence reducing the
driving tasks. By employing the proposed
NDTC scheme, the system complexity and
nonlinearity can be easily handled to
achieve a high-performance torque control
for the EV traction with the IPMSM drive.
The performance of the proposed scheme
is validated by a prototype IPMSM test-
bed with a Texas Instruments (TI)
TMS320F28335 DSP.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

System Descriptions and Control
Requirements

The major electrical components of the
battery electric vehicle (BEV) traction as
follows: i) an electric motor drive
including a three-phase inverter and a
drive train, ii) battery energy storage
system (BESS), iii) charging system (i.e.,
charging plug, AC/DC converter, and
DC/DC converter), and iv) EV central
control system. Now due to the specific
demand operation and varying on-road
conditions, the electric motor drives are
required to own some special
characteristics, e.g., large torque output
below its base speed, high efficiency in
wide speed and torque ranges, etc. (Preindl
and Bolognani, 2013b; Lee et al., 2011;
Foo and Rahman, 2010; Zhang, 2013).

In that perspective, the direct torque
control (DTC) for EV traction applications
is not a simple task in the sense that, the
EV operation is essentially a nonlinear
time-varying system (i.e., the EV

parameters and road conditions are always
time-varying). Actually, there are some
specific factors that make the EVs’
performance lag behind the ICE vehicles
(Kolli et al., 2013; Rahman et al., 2004;
Zhang et al., 2011) as follows: 1) Limited
cruising range of only 100–200 km so far,
and energy-saving strategy, 2) Charging
and discharging rate, power train
efficiency, and motion maneuverability,
and 3) Overall system safety/protection
and ride comfort. Therefore, to close these
performance gaps, the DTC scheme for
EV traction with an IPMSM drive should
be designed with at least the following
control requirements:
a) Capability to maximize the efficiency

of the motor drive over the whole
speed range to extend cruising mileage
for starting, rapid acceleration,
cornering, and emergency braking
(Kolli et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014).

b) Capability to safely ride-through
during complicated operating
conditions e.g., fault-tolerant control
(Chen et al., 2014).

c) Ability to: i) regenerate power during
braking (i.e., eco-driving or
regenerative braking capability) (Li et
al., 2011) ii) recharge within a short
time with a charge saving strategy so
as to match the ICEs refuelling process
(Chen et al., 2014).

Control Requirements for Electric
Vehicles

The direct torque control (DTC) for EV
traction applications is not a simple task in
the sense that, the EV operation is
essentially a nonlinear time-varying
system (i.e., the EV parameters and road
conditions are always time-varying). These
factors make the performance of the EVs
trail the conventional internal combustion
engines (ICEs) vehicles with respect to the
following operating conditions (Kolli et
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al., 2013; Rahman et al., 2004; Zhang and
Zhu, 2011b)
 Limited cruising range of only 100–

200 km so far, and energy-saving
mechanism.

 Charging and discharging rate, power-
train efficiency, and motion
maneuverability, and

 Overall system safety/protection and
ride comfort.

Figure 1 shows that, in order to close these
performance gaps, the DTC scheme for
EV traction with an IPMSM drive should
be designed with at least the following
requirements:

 Proper controller to maximize the motor
efficiency over the whole speed range to

extend cruising mileage while generating
constant power above base speed for
rapid acceleration (i.e., overtaking) and
emergency braking with adaptive driving
control.
 Easy control manoeuvrability to meet the

required torque during starting,
cornering, and climbing or descending.
 Capability to safely ride-through during

complicated operating conditions e.g.,
fault-tolerant control (i.e., sensorless
cruising mode).
 Ability to regenerate power during

braking (i.e., eco-driving or regenerative
braking capability).
 Capability to recharge within a short

time and state-of-charge (SOC) saving
strategy to match the ICEs refuelling
process.

Figure 1: Requirements of the DTC strategy for EV traction with an IPMSM drive.

Control Requirement

When driving a car, the driver does not
look immediately in front of his car, but he
looks far ahead and changes the actuating
variables such as the position of the
steering wheel and brake before
approaching on a red traffic light or a
curved road portion. Besides, the driver
initially calculates the behaviour of the car
for a certain distance in front of him up to

a certain finite horizon taking into account
the future values of the actuating variables.
In such a pre-calculating process, decision
optimization at every time instant is
paramount i.e., during acceleration or
braking according to the driving
conditions. Likewise, in a real
environment some different driving
conditions may require a variable load
torque demand which is realizable by the
accelerator pedal action. The
manoeuvrability of such a control action
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requires a robust and adaptive nonlinear
controller which instantly obeys the
drivers’ online/live requirements.

Therefore, to achieve such EV drive
demands, a classical model predictive
direct torque control (DTC), which more
intuitively resembles a human
physiological control, is first developed
without considering the parameters
variations. Thus, its control strategy is
based on an explicit and identifiable model
of the controlled system used to pre-
calculate the behaviours of the controlled
plant and choose an optimal value of the
control variables. Next, a nonlinear DTC
(i.e., NDTC) strategy is designed by
considering the system uncertainties. The
proposed NDTC treats the load torque
variations as system disturbances and
introduces an incremental weighing factor
to improve its performance. Also, the
NDTC is incorporated with stator flux and
load torque estimators leading to a highly
manoeuvrable control performance.

State space model of IPMSM with
system uncertainties

A. Dynamic Model of IPMSM

Considering the Kirchhoff’s voltage law
(KVL) to the dq-axis equivalent circuits of
a three-phase IPMSM, the following
voltage equations in the synchronously
rotating d-q reference frame are obtained:

mdsdsqsqsqssqs ωλiωLiLiRV   ........... (1)

qsqsdsdsdssds iωLiLiRV   .................... (2)

where Vds and Vqs are the dq-axis voltages,
ids and iqs are the dq-axis currents, Rs is the
stator resistance, Lds and Lqs are the dq-axis
inductances, ω is the electrical rotor speed,
and λm is the magnetic flux.

Also, the electromagnetic torque can be
obtained from the following electrical and
mechanical equations:
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where Te and TL are the electromagnetic
and load torques, p is the number of poles,
B is the viscous friction coefficient, and J
is the rotor inertia.

Substituting equation (3) into equation (4)
yields the following speed dynamic
equation:
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Using equations (1) to (5), the dynamic
model of the IPMSM can be expressed by
equation (6).
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In considering the system uncertainties
such as motor parameter variations,
external disturbances, etc., the system
model (6) can be rewritten as follows:
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where d1, d2, and d3 are uncertain
components which represent the motor
parameter variations and external
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disturbances, respectively. That is, d1-d3

are given by
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Remark 1: The uncertain components d1,
d2, and d3 are unknown. However, they are
assumed to be bounded, i.e., there exist the

constants 1, 2, and 3 which satisfy |d1| 
1, |d2|  2, and |d3|  3. These
assumptions are reasonable because the
variations of the motor parameters cannot
be infinite.

B. State Space Model of IPMSM

Defining the state space variables as

dsddsd iixzxωωx  3121 ,, 
........ (8)

where ωd and idsd are the desired values of
ω and ids, respectively. In this work it was
assumed that ω, iqs, and ids are measurable
and the external load torque (TL) is
unavailable.

In IPMSMs, the reluctance torque is
available because of the existing saliency
(Lqs > Lds). If the desired d-axis current idsd

is kept at zero, one cannot utilize the
potential reluctance torque. Thus, in order
to maximize the torque generation of the
IPMSMs in the constant torque region and
increase the efficiency of the IPMSM
drives, the armature current should be
controlled according to the maximum
torque per ampere (MTPA) trajectory
operation. In this technique, the d-axis
current reference is given by (9) in
accordance with Evvouisi et al. (2012).
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By taking the derivative of (8) and using
(7), the following results are obtained
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It is therefore general to set the following
equations
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Then the model (10) can be reduced to
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From equation (12), the dynamic model of
the IPMSMs can be expressed in the state
space form:

gBuAxx  …………………… (13)

where x = [x1 x2 x3]T
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where u is the control input. Now, the goal
of this study is to design a control law u
for an uncertain linear system (13).

Design of proposed controller

In the dq-axis, the flux-linkage ψd and ψq

can be expressed in the following vector
form of equation (14).
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Considering the Park and Clarke
transformations, id and iq can be generated
from the phase current vector as
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Here the predicted rotor angle, θr(k+1) can
be obtained using the trigonometric
equation below:
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Now, the magnitude of the estimated stator
flux, ψs can be obtained by

       2 2
1 1 1p
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............................................................. (17)
On the other hand, the estimation of the
electromagnetic torque can be developed
in the dq-axis using the following
expression:
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Then the control input vector cm=[cqm cdm]T

can be selected based on the following
transformation matrix:
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where Cabc(k)=[Ca(k), Cb(k), Cc(k)]T is the
switching vector within the eight-elements
set {[0,0,0]T, [0,0,1]T, [0,1,0]T, [0,1,1]T,
[1,0,0]T, [1,0,1]T, [1,1,0]T, and [1,1,1]T}.
Next, the design steps for the complete
operation of the proposed NDTC strategy
can be summarized by “Step 1 – Step 6”
below.
Step 1. Measure the stator current iabc(k)

and rotor position θr(k), then
determine id(k), iq(k), and ωr(k).

Step 2. Obtain the prediction model
ids(k+1), iqs(k+1), then predict

Te(k+1) and ψs(k+1) for all the
possible Cabc(k).

Step 3. Generate the references, T*
e using

the PI-speed control loop and ψ*
s.

Step 4. Evaluate the input control signals
using (19) above.

Step 5. Determine the optimal switching
state, Cabc-opt(k) for driving the
three-phase inverter.

Step 6. Set k = k+1. Go to Step 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 illustrates the overall block
diagram of a prototype IPMSM drive used
in simulation and experimental studies. In
this figure, an IPMSM drive system
consists of three main parts: a brake which
generates the required driving torque, a
three-phase IGBT inverter that provides
the voltage pulses to the stator windings,
and a TI TMS320F28335 DSP which
executes the proposed NDTC algorithm.
The rotor position information (r) is
extracted using an incremental encoder
RIA-40-2500ZO with 2500 pulses per
revolution. Also, the stator currents (isb, isc)
are detected by using the Hall-effect
current sensor LTS6-NP and are converted
into digital values by the 12-bit A/D
converters. For each sampling time Ts, the
optimal switching signals Cabc-opt(k) are
determined.

The parameters used in simulation and
experimental studies are listed as follows:
Rated power, Prated = 390 W; stator
resistance, Rs = 2.48 Ω; q-axis stator
inductance, Lq = 113.91 mH; d-axis stator
inductance, Ld = 74.98 mH; equivalent
rotor inertia, Jm = 0.00042 kg·m2; viscous
friction coefficient, Bm = 0.0001
N·m·s/rad; dc-link voltage, Vdc=295 VDC;
number of poles, p = 4; magnetic flux
linkage, ψm = 0.193 V·s/rad; sampling
period, Ts = 200 μs.
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Thus, to reflect the real driving conditions
and the nonlinear behaviours of the EV-
traction with an IPMSM drive, the
following EV cruising scenarios were
considered (Do et al., 2014; Foo and
Rahman, 2009; Miranda et al., 2009).

Scenario 1: Steady-state operation at
constant load torque.

Scenario 2: Rapid speed change at
constant load torque.

Scenario 3: Load torque step change at
constant speed.

Figure 2: Overall block diagram of a
prototype IPMSM drive used for
experimental studies.

An experimental setup was designed to
further validate the performance of the
proposed NDTC scheme and the results
are compared with those of the
conventional DTC scheme. The studies are
carried out under the same Scenarios 1−3
as those considered in the simulation
studies. First, the IPMSM speed trajectory
was slowly changed from 104.5 rad/s to
167.5 rad/s at constant load torque of TL =

0.5 N·m, as shown in Figure 5. Under this
transient-state, the dynamics of Te and ψs

respond according to the speed transient
behaviour when the proposed NDTC
scheme is applied. In Figure 3(a) and (b),
iq changes as the speed trajectory changes.
Thus, the proposed NDTC strategy has a
better overall performance with smaller
oscillations than the conventional DTC
scheme as indicated in Figure 3(a) and (b),
respectively.

Next, the speed trajectory of 104.5 rad/s is
rapidly changed to 313.5 rad/s while a
constant load torque, TL = 1.2 N·m is
applied to validate the dynamic
performance of the proposed controller
(Scenario 2). From the transient responses
indicated in Figure 4(a), the proposed
NDTC strategy can still show excellent
speed tracking performances with shorter
settling time for speed, larger but shorter
duration for id, iq, and ψs overshoots than
the conventional DTC scheme in Figure
4(b).

Finally, the third experimental study
(Scenario 3) carries out the load torque
perturbations from 0.5 N·m to 1.2 N·m
when the speed trajectory is maintained at
251.3 rad/s. Thus, as shown in Figure 5(a),
the proposed NDTC scheme indicates that
the speed response is almost the same as
its applied speed reference. Moreover, the
responses of Te, ψs, and iq have shorter
settling times and no oscillations during
the transient time compared to the
conventional DTC scheme. Alternatively,
the performances of the conventional DTC
scheme presented in Figure 5(b) for Te, ψs,
and iq have longer settling times, and more
oscillations compared to the proposed
NDTC scheme.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Experimental results under
Scenario 1 (normal climbing condition)
(a) Proposed NDTC strategy (b)
Conventional DTC strategy.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Experimental results under
Scenario 2 (i.e., overtaking situation) (a)
Proposed NDTC strategy (b)
Conventional DTC strategy.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Experimental results under
Scenario 3 (i.e., sudden climbing
condition) (a) Proposed NDTC strategy
(b) Conventional DTC strategy.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a nonlinear direct
torque control (NDTC) strategy for the
EV-traction with an IPMSM drive. By
considering the nonlinear properties of the
PMSM drive, the optimal switching states
are generated which enhance the
performance of the proposed NDTC
scheme. Thus, the proposed scheme can
precisely track the speed trajectory and
guarantee a high performance even during
the speed transients (i.e., normal and rapid
speed change) or load torque step change.
From the experimental studies, the
proposed NDTC scheme demonstrated a
fast speed tracking and precise torque
response when compared with the
conventional DTC scheme. Apart from
generating optimal switching states which
assists in improving the performance of the
PMSM drive, the proposed NDTC scheme
has a simple structure and preserves the
advantages of the conventional DTC
scheme.
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